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This paper concerns discrete time Galerkin approximations to the solution of the 
tiltering problem for diffusions. Two families of schemes approximating the unnor- 
mahzed conditional density, respectively, in an “average” and in a “pathwise” sense, 
are presented. L’ error estimates are derived and it is shown that the rate of con- 
vergence is linear in the time increment or linear in the modulus of continuity of the 
sample path. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Filtering problems arise in a variety of practical situations when direct 
observation of a stochastic process is not possible. The data concerning this 
so-called signal process is provided by observation on another process 
which is related to the signal by a dynamic model perturbed by noise. The 
problem of estimating the conditional probability of the signal given the 
observed data is called the filtering problem. When the data is coming in 
continuously, it is worth having a filter which can be revised step by step in 
order to take into account the new data. This can be done and an 
interesting way of doing this is by obtaining stochastic differential 
equations for the filter. However, as the estimate in general depends non- 
linearly on the observations, solving these equations it is not an easy task 
and so numerical approximations are required. 
This paper concerns discrete time approximations to the solution of the 
“standard” nonlinear filtering problem. In this case the signal is a Markov 
diffusion process and the observation evolves according to a “signal + white 
noise” model. If some conditions hold it turns out that the dynamic part of 
the filter can be represented by means of the Zakai formula for the “unnor- 
malized” conditional density of the diffusion. A practical as well as 
mathematically interesting aspect of the Zakai equation is that it admits a 
linear “nonstochastic” counterpart. The latter produces a version of the 
“unnormalized” conditional density which depends smoothly of the obser- 
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vation sample paths and so a nice “pathwise’ solution of the filtering 
problem can be obtained. 
Both the stochastic and the “nonstochastic” versions of the “unnor- 
malized” conditional density evolve according to parabolic differential 
forms. Since Galerkin approximation methods have proved to be successful 
in solving deterministic partial differential equations, it seems natural to 
extend these methods to stochastic equations. Here, it will be shown that 
discrete time Galerkin procedures can also be used in order to approximate 
the filtering solution. 
In the next section a brief account of the filtering equations is given. In 
Section 2, discrete time Galerkin schemes are introduced. They have a 
“finite element” discretization in the space domain and an implicit 
RungeeKutta form in the time domain discretization. In order to achieve a 
better rate of convergence these schemes must incorporate second order 
powers of the observation process. 
Convergence theorems and estimates for the approximation error of the 
discrete time Galerkin methods are the main results of this work. They are 
presented in Sections 3 and 4 and can be resumed as follows: discrete time 
numerical approximations can be produced in such a way that they (i) con- 
verge in an “average” sense with a linear rate in the time increment to the 
solution of the Zakai equation; (ii) converge in a “pathwise” sense with a 
linear rate in the modulus of continuity of the sample path to the solution 
of the “pathwise” version of the Zakai equation. According to previous 
work (Clark [3,4]), dedicated to the study of the convergence of 
numerical approximations to “ordinary” stochastic equations, we believe 
that these rates are optimal. 
NOTATION 
(i) S is a domain in R". 
(ii) C), L", L', denote, respectively, the spaces of continuous, bounded 
and square integrable real-valued functions defined in S. 
(iii) H”‘, Hf, m =O, l,..., denote, respectively, the Sobolev spaces 
W”,2(S) and W;;l,2(S) with the usual norm, 
I \ l/2 
where 1.1 = (., .)‘I2 is the standard norm in L2 = @ and D" symbolizes the 
partial derivative of order cli in x,, i= l,..., n with lcll = c(i + ~~ + ... + CL,,. If 
C” = (U EC: D%E C, (~1 <m}, we recall that H"' can be defined as the 
completion of the subset of Cm consisting of functions u such that 
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I/u/I,,, < ~8. If CC; is the set of infinitely differentiable functions with compact 
support in S, H;;’ can be defined as the closure of C;r- in H”‘. 
(a) We reserve the symbol /I. I/ = 11. I/, for the norm in H’ or HA. 
(b) The letter K will be used always as an upper bound constant in a 
great variety of inequalities. Therefore K can take different values in dif- 
ferent equations. When it appears this must be translated by “there exists a 
constant K such that...” 
1. The Filtering Equations 
Although the filtering problem can be formulated for a wide variety of 
signalLobservation pair of processes, this paper will be restricted to the 
“standard” case. The signal X, is a Markov diffusion process taking values 
in S= R” and the observation y,, 0 d t d T, is related to the signal by. 
y,= ‘h(x,)dT+w~, 
i (1) 0 
where u’, is a standard Brownian motion. Assume the pair (x,, J,) satisfy- 
ing the following set of hypotheses: 
(Hl) The diffusion X, is a homogeneous process with differential 
generator L given by, 
(H2) The diffusion and drift coefficients of X, are such that, for 
i,j= I ,..., n, 
a,,E@nL”, 
da,, 
&!i> z E L ’ 
(H3) The diffusion matrix of X, is positive definite: there exists g > 0 
such that, 
t a,Jx) tit,2 0 i tf 
,,, = I ;= I 
for all X, 4 E R”. 
(H4) rr, the probability density of xg belongs to L”. 
(H5) hcz@nL”. 
(H6) The Brownian motion w, and the diffusion x, are independent 
stochastic processes in some probability space (Q, &, PO). 
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Remark 1. Hypotheses (Hl )-(H6) enable us to construct the diffusion 
X, by means of the Kolmogorov’s evolution equations governing its trans- 
ition probability density. In particular, the strong ellipticity condition (H3) 
guarantees a unique solution for these equations (Dynkin, [S]). 
Hypotheses (H5) and (H6) concerns the filtering problem associate with 
the pair (x,, y,) that is, the problem of calculating the probability density 
of the signal x, conditioned by the observation ys: 0 <s 6 t. 
Similar to what happens in the “unconditional” case, we can again make 
use of evolution equations in order to describe the law governing the con- 
ditioned diffusion x,. The steps leading to these equations will now be 
briefly described. Let z, be the stochastic process, 
‘I 7 =exp h(x,) dy, - 4 j-’ h’(~,~) ds . 
0 
It follows from our hypotheses that the relation dP = (z7) -’ dP, defines a 
new probability measure on (52, ,aZ). Besides, under measure P: i) the dis- 
tributions of x, are the ame as under PO; (ii) the observation y, becomes a 
standard Brownian motion; (iii) x, and y, are independent stochastic 
processes. This result was first introduced by Girsanov and its proof can be 
found in Liptser-Shiryaev [7]. 
The important consequence of the Girsanov transformation is that, since 
x, and y, are independent under P, we are allowed to “integrate out” x, in 
order to obtain the conditional expectation. Following this idea, we arrive 
at the Zakai equation 
du, = L*u, dt + hu, dy,, (4, = 711, (2) 
where L*, the adjoint of L is the Fokker-Planck operator. It can be shown 
(Pardoux [ 111) that, under hypotheses (Hl )-(H6) the equation above has 
a unique solution which satisfies, for all f E L” n L2, 
E(f(x,) z,Wv,) = j-J-L4 u,(x) dx, (3) 
where CV, = CJ - { y,: s 6 t} and E(. ) is the expectation relatively to P. 
Recalling standard formula relating conditional expectations of equivalent 
probability measures we can write, 
E,(f(x,) 1 Yu,) = E($;:‘,z&’ Y” (a.s.). 
I 
Therefore, up to a normalizing factor, the stochastic evolution equation (2) 
describes the law governing the density of the diffusion x, conditioned by 
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the observation )I~. If h =O, Eq. (2) reduces, as expected, to the 
Fokker-Planck equation governing the “unconditional density of x,. From 
(2) using Ito’s calculus, we can also obtain a dynamic representation for 
the conditional density of x,. This is the KushnerStratonovich equation 
(Kushner [6]) which is quite similar to (2) but unfortunately has non- 
linear terms in the stochastic integral. 
According to what has been suggested, among others, by Clark 131, a 
nice “pathwise” solution for the filtering problem may also be found. Con- 
sider the following evolution equation, defined for all (continuous) sample 
paths y(. ) of the observation process: 
f(r)=exp(-hy(t))jL*-$h2}exp(hy(t))Qr). (5) 
Using basically Ito’s rule of transformation it can be shown that, given the 
solution of Eq. (2), the stochastic process 0, defined by c‘, = exp( -hi,,) II, 
has its sample paths described by Eqs. (5). It follows from (3) and (4) that 
the expression 
ev(h4t)) u(r) 
jRfi exp(kdt)) o(t) dx 
is a version of the conditional density of x,. So Eq. (5) can also be used as 
a mean of describing the dynamic part of the filter. 
We conclude that, in order to calculate the probability density of X, 
given an observed data y(s), 0 6 s d t, we can choose between: (i) solving 
the stochastic evolution equation (2); (ii) solving the ordinary evolution 
equation (5) parametrized by the observation sample path. Although they 
represent two complementary aspects of the same task, both these alter- 
natives are identical as means of solving the filtering problem. We believe 
that this idea will become clear in this work. 
We have introduced the formulas for the filtering problem where the dif- 
fusion process occurs in R”. However, one can also consider the diffusion 
taking place in a bounded domain of R”. Two main situations can be dis- 
tinguished: (i) the diffusion is absorbed by the boundaries; (ii) the diffusion 
is reflected by a nonelastic boundary. Both cases have been studied by Par- 
doux [lo] and the resulting filtering equations correspond, respectively, to 
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions attached to Eq. (2) or (5). 
In what follows we shall be concerned only with absorbed diffusions. If 
we write xy for a diffusion in the R”, the diffusion absorbed by the boun- 
dary r of an open domain S c R” can be expressed by x, = x:,,~, where 
z = inf{ t 2 0: x(t) $ St. In order to evaluate the conditional law of x, one 
has to consider an “inner” density in S and a “superficial” density on I7 To 
avoid the introduction of new formulas and hypotheses we can consider the 
function f in (3) as being zero for all x E r. So, only the “inner” part of the 
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density must be taken into account. The law governing this density will be 
given by Eq. (2) under Dirichlet boundary conditions, that is, 
u,(x) = F x E s, 
u,(x) = 0, (t, x) E (0, Tl x I- 
(6) 
Remark 2. The stochastic equation (2) constitutes the “natural,” 
dynamic representation of the filtering solution. However, we are giving to 
both equations, (2) and (5), the same status as means of calculating the 
filtering solution. This point of view is based on two interesting properties 
of the “pathwise” solution. First, the Fokker-Planck operator and the one 
in (5) differ only by a zeroth order term depending smoothly on the obser- 
vation sample paths. In other words, the dynamic part of the law governing 
the conditional density of x, can be made similar to that governing its 
“unconditional” density, with the same diffusion coefficients. Thus, the task 
of calculating the filtering solution is basically the same of calculating the 
density of x,. Second, it is not difficult to show that the solution of (5) 
depends continuously on the sample paths of the observation process (Ben- 
naton [ 1 I). This fact is auspicious from the numerical analysis point of 
view. We can work with approximations of the observation sample path 
without the risk of “explosions” in the set of the solution paths. In other 
words, representation (5) is robust. 
2. Numerical Schemes 
We start by introducing the family of approximating subspaces Vf;, 
d>O, p= 1, 2 ,..., which will appear all along this paper. They are of “finite 
element” type: VI; are finite dimensional subspaces of HP n HA that satisfy 
the following approximation property: 
If uEfPnHh, 06qdp+ 1, there exists U*E Vz such that, 
/I,-z~*l(~<Kd’~~” liull y, where O<j<p, j6q and K is a con- 
stant independent of d. (7) 
Remark 3. The family Vdp of approximating subspaces has been largely 
employed in order to approximate the solution of elliptic or parabolic 
equations. In general, the parameter d is related in some fashion to the 
maximum diameter of the “elements” partitioning S (see, e.g., Strang-Fix 
[ 123). Subspaces of HA have been introduced because we are concerned 
with the solution of Eqs. (2) and (5) in a bounded domain with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. A similar class of approximating subspaces can be 
constructed if Neumann boundary conditions are imposed on these 
equations. 
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Now, consider Eq. (2). Associate with the Fokker-Planck operator L* 
we can define for all (u, U) E Hi, x H,j, the bilinear form, 
Bilinear forms like a( ., . ) always appear in connection to unbounded dif- 
ferential operators. They have some interesting properties. In our case, 
from hypotheses (Hl), (H2), (H3), it follows that, for all U, u E HA a(., .) 
satisfies, 
u(u, 0) + (L*u, II) = 0 (if L*u E L2). (9) 
a(., .) is bounded, 
l4u, 011 6 a4 Ilull. (10) 
a(., .) is coercive: for some 2 E R, u > 0, 
a(u, u) + ;1Ju)‘3 0 ~lul12. (11) 
A Galerkin approximation of the solution of the stochastic evolution 
equation (2) can be determined by solving the following finite dimensional 
stochastic equation in V:p, 
dU, + AU, dt = HU, dy,, (12) 
where A, H are linear operators in V$ defined by, 
(Au, 0) = 4~ ~1, (13) 
(Hu, c’) = (hu, v), (14) 
for all U, VE V,‘;. 
Any discretization in time domain of Eq. (12) can be viewed as an 
approximate method for solving the stochastic evolution equation (2). 
However, one must take into account that the eigenvalues of the operator 
A are unbounded. Most of the classical numerical methods for solving 
ordinary differential equations require, for reasons of stability, these eigen- 
values to be bounded. Such methods will provide conditionally stable 
schemes. In our case, we must restrict ourselves to the methods which do 
not require the boundedness of the eigenvalues of A, that is, to methods 
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that provide unconditionally stable schemes. One class of such methods are 
the implicit Runge-Kutta methods introduced by Butcher [2]. On the 
other hand, it is a very-well-known fact that, schemes incorporating terms 
with powers in the noise increment can produce a faster rate of con- 
vergence in time domain. (Clark [4], McShane, [S]). Hence, in order to 
take full advantage of the discretization in time domain and guarantee 
unconditional stability of the schemes, we shall use here a modified first 
order Runge-Kutta method given by the following numerical scheme: 
u/,.1- Uk+AAU~+,++AQUk 
=A,.HU,++A~,QUk, k=O, l,..., N- 1, (15) 
where {0= to< t, < ... <t,= T} is a uniform partition of the interval 
[0, T] with increment A = T/N, A?. = y(tk+ ,) - y(tk) is the noise increment 
and Q is a linear operator in Vdp defined by, 
(Qu, 0) = (h2u, u), 
for all U, UE Vl;. 
We make the following assumption: 
(16) 
(H7) The coercivity condition (11) holds strongly, that is, for some 
a>0 and for all UE H,f, 
a(4 u) 2 dul12. 
Remark 4. This hypothesis is usual and it can be made without loss of 
generality since it is equivalent to the addition of a potential term -A. in 
the Fokker-Planck operator. Such a hypothesis would not be necessary if, 
instead of (2), we were to consider the equation governing the process 
exp( -At) u,. 
From hypothesis (H7) it follows that a(., .) is a nom in HA. In other 
words, the operator A has only positive eigenvalues and thus, Eq. (15) 
represents a well defined unconditionally stable scheme for the stochastic 
differential equation (12). 
Now, let us consider the evolution equation (5). The bilinear form 
associated with its differential operator can be expressed by, 
a(exp(b(t)) u, ew( -@(t)) 0) + f(h*~, 0) 
=a(4 0) -y(t) a,(u, u)- ty’(t) a2(u, 0) + +(h*u, u), (17) 
where. 
a,(u), u) = a(u, hu) - a(hu, u), 
a,(u, u) = 2a(hu, hu) - a(u, h2u) - a(h2u, u). 
(18) 
(19) 
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In order to have this form defined for all U, UE H[, we assume, 
(H8) &/&,, dh/b, Ss, E L ’ 
As one can see, the principal part of the bilinear form ( 17) (the part con- 
taining derivatives in both of u and u) is identical to that of the form (8). 
The time varying parameter I only effects the secondary part of (17). 
The component in l)(t) has at most only one derivative in u or v and the 
component in vz(t) has no derivatives. From hypothesis (H2), (H5), and 
(H8) it follows that a,(., ‘) and az(., .) are also bounded: 
la,(k 011 GK I/u II /VI or b,(u, ~11 dK Iul llc’ll, (20) 
la,(u, 011 G K 1~1 14, (21) 
for all U, u E HA. A Galerkin approximation for the evolution equation (5) 
can be given by the following ordinary differential equation in the subspace 
v:“: 
~(r)+AV(t)++QV(t)=y(t)FV(t)+&y2(t)GV(t), (22) 
where F, G are linear operators in I’,:, defined by, 
(Fu, u) = a,(~, 01, (23) 
(Gu, u) = ~2(u, u), (24) 
for all zf, v E V;. 
Equation (22) suggests to us the use of the following first order, implicit 
Runge-Kutta scheme in order to approximate the solution of the evolution 
equation (5), 
vkfl- Vk+AAVk+, +;AQVk 
=y(&) AFV, + ;y2(fk) AGV,, k=O, l)...) N- 1, (25) 
with the partition of the interval [0, T] defined as before. 
Remark 5. A general first order unconditionally stable Runge-Kutta 
scheme would have in the left side of (15) the term 
AAWJk+ I + (1 -p) U,) with 0 < p d 1. Here, for simplicity, we have 
chosen p = 1. It is a very-well-known fact that best rates of convergence in 
time domain can be reached with p = l/2. In our case, as the functions we 
have are highly oscillatory, the rates of convergence will be the same for 
all p. 
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3. Convergence to the “Unnormalized’ Density 
Denote by R the Ritz projection of HA onto V$ with respect to the norm 
a(., .), that is, if UE HA, then RUE V$ and 
a(u-Ru,v)=a(R u,v)=O (26) 
for all v E V$, where Rp = I- R, I = identity. We assume the Ritz projec- 
tion R satisfying the following hypothesis: 
(H9) For all UE Hy+’ n HA, q = 0, l,..., we have, 
IR -u/ d Kd llRpull, 
where K is a constant independent of d. 
Remark 6. This is another usual hypothesis employed in association 
with finite element methods. It can be shown that the above inequality 
holds depending on the regularity of the bilinear form a( ., . ) or, in the 
other words, on the smoothness of the boundary of the domain S (see 
Nitsche [9]). 
From (lo), (26), and hypothesis (H7) we have, 
a/IR~u/1*6a(R~tr,u-Ru)=a(R~u,u-v) 
GK IIRp4 llu-4, 
for all v E V$. Thus; using hypothesis (H9) and the approximation property 
(7) we deduce for all UE H”+’ n H,f,, q=O, l,..., p, the following inequality: 
lRpul d Kd IIR -~ulI 6 Kd“+’ /(ul/<,+,. (27) 
We also assume that the solution of Eq. (2) with boundary conditions (6) 
satisfies: 
(HlO) 71, u, and L*u, E H:, for t E (0, T]. 
The purpose of this section is the estimation of the error of approximating 
the solution of Eqs. (2) and (6) by means of the numerical scheme (15). 
That is, the error, 
u,-U,=e,+R-u,, k = 0, 1 ,..., N, (28) 
where, hereafter, the index k will denote the value of time varying functions 
at instant t, and ek = RuI, - Wk. 
Let us concentrate on ek: the Ritz projection of the approximation error. 
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From (15) after eliminating U, and CfL + , we obtain. 
eh+l - exi-dz‘te,+,= (A,,H+$(A;-A)Q)(e,-Ru,) 
+ R(u, + , - uk) + AARu, + , (29) 
We have seen in Section I that, under the probability measure P the obser- 
vation process y, becomes a Brownian motion. So, let ,e, t E [0, 7J, be a 
nonanticipating family of a-algebras relative to y,. Taking the conditional 
expectation E(. 1 $&) of both sides in (29) and using @A,. / &) = 0. 
E(At 1 Fk) = A, we have, 
&e,+AAB=R(2i,+,-u,)+AARfi,+,, (30) 
where the symbol ‘: denotes E(. 1 &K) and $ = I?~+, . Now, defining 
. 
e=e,,, - C? and tl, = u, - li, for r E (t,, t, + ,I, it comes from (29) and (30) 
that, 
I?+ AAE= (d,.H+ +(A.<- A) Q)(ek - Ru,) 
+ Rz&+, +AARz&+,. (31) 
The Ritz projection, ek+ , , has been separated into two parcels, 0 and P, 
where Z represents the error at t, + , when the new data J/, + , is taken into 
account. The critical point in the estimation of the approximation error is 
the evaluation of P. But before we proceed in this direction, Eq. (31) must 
be written in a more convenient form. Using (8), (13) (14), (16) (26) and 
manipulating (31) we obtain the following identity: 
(P,~)+da(e”,v)=(~e~,~‘)+(~,~)-((R~~iik+,,~) 
+ (cpR u/,.> L’), (32) 
for all u E P’$ where, for simplicity, we denote, 
cp=A,h+@-A)h*, (33) 
^J=(Z-AL*)&+,-cpu,. (34) 
The auxiliary variables 9 and ‘J deserve a special treatment. First, we 
introduce the following lemma concerning Ito calculus: 
LEMMA 1. For u, and y, defined as before we have 
(yt-Y,)*=(+-)+2j’(yi-y.\)dyc 
., 
(35) 
j’ j’ ug & dy, = jr (Y, -Y,) u, dz. 
s s 1 
(36) 
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Proof: Equation (35) is a basic identity concerning Brownian motions. 
It follows from Ito’s rule of transformations applied to the process 
(y, -Y,~)*. Equation (36) follows from Ito’s rule applied to the process 
W, =y,. j: u, dz: W, can be expressed by, 
Then, 
y,.~‘u,dr=~‘y.~,d~+j’~‘u,d.~dy,, 
5 5 , , 
and we conclude the proof. 1 
Now, using (35) (36), and the integral form of Eq. (2) in order to 
evaluate increments of the kind (u, - uk) we can write, 
y=(I-dL*)z&+,- hu, dy,, + [’ h*u, dy, dy., 
k 
(L*)‘u,dr+L*(&+,-t?,,)+ ’ 
s k+l 
‘+’ + 
j i h 
h(u,-u,)-~“h’u,dy, dy, 
h 1 
x+1 ., 
= 
$ ij 
(L*)‘u,dz+L*(lik+,-Ij,Y)+ ’ 
c L*hu,dy, h h+I /i+ I 
+ 1, 
k+ ’ hL*u, dy, - j’+ ’ [’ h(L*)* u; d5 dy’, 
, 5 
k+l i 
-1 s 
hL*hu, dy< dy, ds 
, 5 I 
h2L*u, dt + j’ h’q dy: dy, dy,. 
h 
(37) 
From (37) and using (9) and (18) we can express (y, u) for all 0 E Vz as 
follows: 
a(L*u,, u) dz - a(&+, -a,, v) 
4 
ktl k+l I 
a,(~,> ~1 dy, + 5 i a(L*u<, hv) dc dy, ., \ .t 
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+ j,* + ’j,’ a(hur, h) do’: dyr 
*k+l 5 r: 
-! j{! 
u(u;, h2u) d( -jr (M,, h3~) dyI’: (38) 
x k k h 
Let us return to the evaluation of E. In order to estimate E (PI’, the ideal is 
to take the expectation of both sides in (32) with 1) = 0 as a test element. 
We start by estimating terms in the right side of (32): 
E(cpe,, 0)6 KAE le,l*+&E 1312, 
E(y, G) < KA3(sup E IIL*u,Il’+ sup E llu,I/*) 
+ do E ll?l12 + iE le’l”, (39) 
E(R-h.,, e”)~KA(AsupE~R~L*u,~‘+supE~R~~hu,~’+QE~e”~*, 
E((pR--u,,e”)6KAsupEIR.u,12+bElp12, 
where sup(. ) is evaluated over (0, T). The auxiliary equations leading to 
the results above are the following: (i) Eqs. (33) and (38); (ii) inequalities 
(10) and (20); (iii) standard propeties of Brownian motions concerning the 
estimation of increments of the kind (y, -Y,~); (iv) Schwartz’s inequality; 
(v) Cauchy,? inequality, that is, 2.uy < E ~ ‘x2 + sy* for x, y E R and E > 0, 
where the coefficient E has been selected in a convenient way in order to 
produce terms $ E /?I * in the right side of all estimates. Now, setting 
estimates (39) into Eq. (32) (with E(. ) applied in both sides and u = P), 
using (H7) and inequality (27) (with y=O because hypothesis (HlO) 
guarantees only L*u, E HA) we get, 
E ICJ26 KA(E le,l’+ A(A + d’) sup E IIL*u,l12 
+ (A* + d*) sup E IIuJ*). (40) 
Equation (40) gives us an estimate for ?. We need now an estimate for d in 
order to obtain the estimation of the Ritz projection of the approximation 
error, that is, ek + , = 6 + P. 
Consider Eq. (30). Using (9), (13), and (2) in order to evaluate 
increments of the kind (z?, - uk) we find, 
(g-e,, u) + Aa(B, u) 
I 
k+l 
= Aa(li,+,, u)- a(li.,,u)ds-(R~(ak+,-uk),u) 
= I*+‘{i+‘a~~~~,~)d~-~R- iu,,,>]ds. (41) 
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for all u E V$. Making v = & as a test element in (41), taking the expectation 
E(. ) of both sides, using Schwartz and Cauchy’s inequalities and consider- 
ing inequality (10) and hypothesis (H7), we have, 
+E (@12-+E (eJ2+ AaE (\c?(\~< E(&ek,ek) 
+ supEp$~2) +AoE/~P~12+~AE~~~2. 
Recalling that E II(d/df) ti,l12d E jlL*u,ll* and using inequality 
before we get from (42) the following estimate for &, 
EI~126(1/1-A)Ele,12+KA(A2+d2)supEIIL*u,~~2, 
where, for consistency, we have made the hypothesis: 
(Hll) A<6<1. 
(42) 
(27) as 
(43) 
We are now able to estimate the approximation error. Recalling that 
ek+I= &+Z, using estimates (40) and (43) we can write, 
Elek+l \2=E(&\2+EJZj2b(l+Aj3)Elek12 
+ KA(A* + d2)(sup E llL*~,l/~ + sup E //u,I)‘) 
= (1 + A/i’) E )ekj2 + KA(A2 + d2), k=O, l,..., N- 1, (44) 
where, here, KE K(sup E llL*u,ll* + sup E I[u,/I 2), that is, we have incor- 
porated in the upper bound constant K estimates concerning the process 
u,. The symbol p represents a upper bound for K + l/( 1 -A) and so we 
have 1 + A0 < exp(A@. Substituting E (ek(‘, E (e,- , I’,..., E le,12 into 
equation (44) it follows that, 
Ekk+,12 9exp(N~‘Aj3){Ele,~2+N~‘KA(A2+d2)], k=O,l,...,N-1. 
(45) 
Hence, considering Eq. (28) and using (27) and (45) we can finally deduce 
the result expressed in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Assuming hypotheses (Hl )-(Hl 1 ), the error of 
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upproximating the solution qf’ Eq. (2) kvith boundary conditions (6) by mums 
of the numerical scheme (15) with initial condition Cl,, = TT is bounded b?l, 
sup(Elu,-U,/‘)“6K(d+d), (46) 
ulhere K is a constant independent qf d and A. 
Theorem 1 tell us that the approximation method (1.5) converges to the 
(Dirichlet) solution of the stochastic evolution equation (2) in the average 
sense expressed in the left of (46). According to inequality (27), the rate of 
convergence in the space domain can be increased up to q + 1 depending 
on the regularity of U, and L*u,. Here, by hypothesis (HlO), we have 
assumed q = 0. However, the rate of convergence in the time increment can- 
not be improved even if another numerical method is employed. We are led 
to this conclusion by the fact that linear rate is the maximum possible rate 
of convergence for all numerical procedures that depend on the values of 
the noise only at the dividing points of the time domain partition. This fact 
has been shown by Clark [4] for finite dimensional stochastic differential 
equations and so, with respect to the rate of convergence in time domain, 
scheme (15) is optimal. 
Remark 7. About the hypotheses leading to estimate (46): Hypotheses 
(H2)-(H6) guarantee the existence of the filtering solution. Hypothesis 
(H7) complements (H3) and, according to Remark 4, it is only made in 
order to simplify the proof of Theorem 1. Hypothesis (H9) guarantees the 
convergence in the space domain; this hypothesis or any other yielding 
estimate (27) is necessary when finite element subspaces of the type V$ are 
used. Hypotheses (HX) and (HlO) concern the regularity conditions which 
are necessary for the derivation of (46); if they are weakened, convergence 
may still occur, but the rate of convergence in time domain will be of a 
lower order. Finally, hypothesis (Hl 1) is also made in order to simplify the 
proof. The restriction d < 1 must be interpreted as “for sufficient small A.” 
The unitary bound for A is a consequence of the particular choice we have 
made for the varying parameter in Cauchys inequality. 
Remark 8. One cannot say that the proof of Theorem 1 is difficult but, 
surely, one can complain about how complicated the proof is. This is so 
because the proof involves, at the same time, numerical analysis technique 
and facts concerning Ito calculus. We have tried to separate both of these 
aspects. Ito calculus is crucial in the evaluation of the term .? and, in order 
to have things a bit explicit, Lemma 1 has been introduced. For instance. 
thanks to identity (36), one can obtain the term containing a,( ., .) in (38). 
As a consequence a linear rate of convergence in time domain could be 
deduced. With respect to the auxiliary estimates (39) the technique 
employed can be summarized as follows: (i) each differential in the time 
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variable contributes with a A in the estimate; (ii) each differential in the 
noise, when squared, contributes with a A in the estimate; (iii) Cauchy’s 
inequality is used in order to present the estimate in a convenient form. 
4. Convergence to the “Pathwise” Solution 
Here, the objective is the estimation of the error of approximating by 
means of scheme (25) the solution of Eq. (5) under the same Dirichlet 
boundary conditions used before, that is, those expressed in (6). The 
approximation error is now given by, 
vk- vk=ek+Rpvk, k = 0, 1 ,..., N, (47) 
where, as an abuse, we have used the same symbol used before for the Ritz 
projection of the error. So, in this section ek = Rv, - V, with R defined as 
in (26). 
Eliminating V,, vk + , in Eq. (25) we can write a recursive formula for 
ek, that is, 
ek+I -e,+dAe,+, +(fAQ-ykAF-fyiAG)ek 
=R(v,+, - v,)+dARv,+, + (fAQ -y, AF- 4 y; AG) RV,. (48) 
Using (13), (16), (23) (24) and rearranging terms we obtain from (46) the 
following equation: 
(e k+i -ek, v)+Aa(ek+,,v)= -$A(h2e,,v) 
+ Y,Aa,(e,, 0) + +J’; Aa,(e,, 0) 
+ (~k+,-vk,~)+~~(~k+,,~)+f~(h2vk,~) 
- yk Aa,(V,, V)- ;y: AU,(V,, V) 
- (R-(V,p, -V,), v)-;A(h2Rpvk, II) 
+ yk Aa,(R-uk, V) + ;y: Aa2(Rpvk, U), (49) 
for all v E Vs. Now, define the auxiliary bilinear form, 
$(u, u) = (u, v) - tA(h2u, u) +yk Aa,(u, v) 
+ fv: Aa,(u, 01, (50) 
for all 24, v E HA. Setting v = ek + r as a test element in (49); using (H7), (20), 
(21) and (50); considering Schwartz’s inequality and Cauchy’s inequality 
conveniently parametrized, it follows that 
409/I 10/2-6 
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~le,+,l*-~ le,l’+Aa /Ie,+,ll’d~KA lr,12+$Ao Ilek+,!i2 
+ iA I~l,+,/*+l(~, +,,“x+,)+Aa(zjn+,,e,+,) 
- ti(t’k>ek-t,)I+l(R Z’X,I,~~+,)-~(R~I;k,ek+,)l. (51) 
where, here, the upper bound constant K also incorporates bounds of the 
function y(. ). Before we proceed, it is necessary to evaluate the remaining 
terms in inequality (51). First, recall that the bilinear form defined in ( 17) 
suggests the following weak form for Eq. (5): 
($t), 0) + 44t), u) -Y(f) a,(v(t), 0) 
- p(r) a*(u(t), u) + f(h%(t), v) = 0. (52) 
for all VE HA. If v( .) solves (5) with boundary conditions (6) it follows from 
(H5), (H8), and (HlO) that: (i) v(.) also solves (52); (ii) v(t) and tin HA, 
t E (0, T]. 
Let us return to the evaluation of the terms in (51). Taking into account 
(52) we can write, 
(0 k+~> u)+A4v,+,, v)-ti(uk, u)=/~;+’ {(ti(s)--ljk, v) 
+ 4uk+,-vh, v,} ds = jL; + ’ {j++ ’ a(ti(~), u) dz 
., 
+ y(s) j-‘u,(ti(-r), v) dr + f y’(s) 1; uJli(t), v) dz 
k 
+ (,4~)-y,)~,(v,, V)+~(y*(.~)-~~)u*(uk, v) 
- t ’ (h*ti(t), v) u’z I (53) k 
for all VE Vj. Starting with (53), considering inequalities (lo), (20), and 
(21), using Schwartz and Cauchy’s inequalities conveniently we obtain, 
l~~~+1~~~+~~+~~~~~+,,~~+,~-~~~~,~~+~~ldf~~ll~~+,ll2 
+ iA le,+,12+KA(A2sup llti(t)]12 
+ IA’ I* SUP Il4t)/l*)> (54) 
where (A-‘/ denotes the modulus of continuity of the function y(. ), that is, 
IA-“1 =sup{ly(t)-j(s)/: It--s1 <A} 
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Using the same technique as above and recalling inequality (27) (with 
q=O) we can also obtain, 
I(R~~~+l,e~+l)-~(R~~,,e~+~)l~fA~ llek+ll12+~A lek+,12 
+KAd’(sup Ilti(t)(l’+sup llu(t)l12). (55) 
Now, substituting inequalities (54) and (55) in (51) rearranging terms and 
considering hypothesis (H 11) we have 
lek+,126(1+A/?)lek12+KA(A2+d2+1A-”~2), k=O, l,..., N- 1, (56) 
where, here, the constant K also incorporates estimates concerning the 
function u( .) and the symbol /? represents an upper bound for 
(K+ l)/(l -A). 
Eliminating lek12, le,_ , I’,..., le,12, from Eq. (56) it follows that, 
k=O, l,..., N- 1. (57) 
Thus, considering Eq. (47) and using (27) and (57) we can finally obtain an 
estimate for the approximation error. We register this result in the follow- 
ing theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Assuming hypothesis (Hl)-(Hl 1) the error of 
approximating the soltition of Eq. (5) with boundary conditions (6) by means 
of the numerical scheme (25) with initial condition V, = RII is bounded by, 
sup Iuk - V,l < K(A + d+ IA-“\), 
where K is a constant independent of d, A and (A-“I. 
(58) 
Inequality (58) shows that the approximation method (25) converges to 
the (Dirichlet) solution of the evolution equation (5) in a pathwise sense. 
As before, the rate of convergence in the space domain discretization can 
be improved up to q + 1 depending on the regularity of the solution of (5). 
On the other hand, the rate of convergence in time domain depends, in a 
linear fashion, on the modulus of continuity of the sample paths of the 
observation process. This order of convergence is optimal and cannot be 
improved whatever the numerical scheme employed. This is so, because the 
function y( .) is continuous but, in general, highly oscillatory. In particular, 
if we select sample paths that satisfy a uniform Holder condition, y( . ) E 
{y(e): (A!‘1 d KA”, 0 < CI < 1 >, then the convergence will be uniform and the 
rate of convergence in the time increment will have the value of the Holder 
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coefficient. Clark [3] has shown that the pathwise solution of the filtering 
problem for Markov chains admits a discrete approximation that con- 
verges with a rate depending, in a linear fashion, on the modulus of con- 
tinuity of the sample paths. Here, we have extended Clark’s result to filter- 
ing problems for diffusion processes. 
Remark 9. As the set of hypotheses leading to Theorems 1 and 2 are 
the same they deserve the same comments as those in Remark 7. In par- 
ticular, as before, if the regularity conditions (H8) (HlO) are weakened the 
numerical method may converge but with a lower rate of convergence in 
the time domain. 
CONCLUSION 
Numerical approximations to the nonlinear filtering solution is still an 
unexplored area of research for the most part. Here, convergence properties 
of two discrete time numerical schemes are studied. Under the hypotheses 
we have made these schemes converge with an optimal rate to the 
equations governing the filter for a diffusion absorbed by the boundaries of 
a given domain. If the hypotheses are weakened or if the quadratic term in 
the noise is removed from theses schemes, convergence may occur but with 
a slow rate. Using the same analytical procedure, extensions of these results 
can be obtained for nonhomogeneous signal (and observation) processes 
and also for diffusions reflected by the boundaries. The choice between the 
two schemes presented is certainly a matter of convenience but an analysis 
of the computational aspects of their solution should be done. 
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